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Article
issues
Autobiograp
hy

This is written like
an advertisement.
Please help rewrite
this from a neutral
point of view. For
blatant advertising
that would require a
fundamental rewrite
to become
encyclopedic, use
{{db-spam}} to mark
for speedy deletion.
An article that you
have been involved
in editing,
articlename, has
been listed for
deletion
An editor has
nominated
articlename, an
article which you
have created or
worked on, for
deletion. We
appreciate your
contributions, but
the nominator
doesn't believe that
the article satisfies
Wikipedia's criteria
for inclusion and
has explained why
in his/her
nomination.
I have nominated
articlename, an
article that you
created, for
deletion. I do not
think that this article
satisfies Wikipedia's
criteria for inclusion,
and have explained
why at
Wikipedia:Articles
for
deletion/articlename
. Your opinions on
the matter are
welcome at that
same discussion
page
This article or
section has multiple
issues.
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ert

This article or
section is an
autobiography, or

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Aut
obiography

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Ad
w

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:AF
DNote

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:AF
DWarning

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Arti
cle_issues

Autobiograp
hy

Bible primary

BLP sources

Blpdispute

BLPunsourc
ed

This article or
section is an
autobiography, or
has been
extensively edited
by the subject or an
institution related to
the subject, and
may not conform to
Wikipedia's neutral
point of view policy.
This article uses the
Bible as a primary
source without
referring to
secondary sources
that critically
analyze the biblical
texts. Please help
improve this article
by adding
references to
reliable secondary
sources.
This biographical
article needs
additional citations
for verification.
Please help by
adding reliable
sources.
Contentious
material about living
persons that is
unsourced or poorly
sourced must be
removed
immediately,
especially if
potentially libelous
or harmful.
Contains unsourced
or poorly sourced
controversial claims
about a living
person
This biography of a
living person does
not cite any
references or
sources. Please
help by adding
reliable sources.
Contentious
material about living
persons that is
unsourced or poorly
sourced must be
removed
immediately,
especially if
potentially libelous
or harmful.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Aut
obiography

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Bibl
e-Primary

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:BL
P_sources

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Blp
dispute

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:BL
Punsourced

Calm talk

Discussions on this
page may escalate
into heated debate

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Cal
m_talk

Cherrypicke
d

This article relies
extensively on
quotes that were
previously collated
by an advocacy or
lobbying group.
Please improve this
article or discuss
the issue on the talk
page.
This article or
section overuses
quotes containing
ethnically sensitive
words.
This article may
contain
inappropriate or
misinterpreted
citations that do not
verify the text.
This may contain
promotional
material and other
spam. This is
generally not
encyclopedic
content, and may
be removed by
anyone when
identified.
This article contains
too much jargon
and may need
simplification or
further explanation.
Please discuss this
issue on the talk
page, and/or
remove or explain
jargon terms used
in the article.
Editing help is
available.
A significant
amount of this
article's content
may actually relate
to an entirely
different subject.
See coatrack
articles and content
forking for details.
A major contributor
to this article
appears to have a

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Ch
errypicked

Cherrypicke
d-ethnic

Cite check

Cleanup
Spam/Promo
tional
material

Cleanupjargon

Coat rack

COI

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Ch
errypicked-ethnic

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Cite
_check

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Cle
anup-spam

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Cle
anup-jargon
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at_rack

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:COI

COI-check

COI-section

COI/sandbox

Comparison

Contradict

Controversia
l
Controversia
l-issues

conflict of interest
with its subject. It
may require
cleanup to comply
with Wikipedia's
content policies,
particularly neutral
point of view.
Please discuss
further on the talk
page.
This article or
section has been
nominated to be
checked for its
neutrality, as an
editor who has
substantially
contributed to the
current version may
have a conflict of
interest. Discussion
of this nomination
can be found on the
talk page.
A major contributor
to this section (or its
creator) appears to
have a conflict of
interest with its
subject.
A major contributor
to this article
appears to have a
conflict of interest
with its subject.
This article or
section lacks
comparisons. To
help improve it,
make a
comparative view
including different
countries and
systems, and their
pluses and
minuses. Try using
tables, drawings
and figures.
appears to
contradict itself
This is a
controversial topic
that may be under
dispute
This topic contains
controversial
issues, some of

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:COI
-check

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:COI
-section

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:COI
/sandbox

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Co
mparison

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Co
ntradict
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Co
ntroversial
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Co
ntroversial-issues
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Sections

Criticism
section

Debate

Disputed

Disputed-list

Disputedsection

This topic contains
controversial
issues, some of
which have reached
a consensus for
approach and
neutrality, and
some of which may
be disputed
This 's Criticism or
Controversy
section(s) may
mean the article
does not present a
neutral point of view
of the subject. It
may be better to
integrate the
material in such
sections into the
article as a whole.
This article's
Criticism or
Controversy
section(s) may
mean the article
does not present a
neutral point of view
of the subject. It
may be better to
integrate the
material in such
sections into the
article as a whole.
This is written in the
style of a debate
rather than an
encyclopedic
summary. It may
require cleanup to
meet Wikipedia's
quality standards
and make it more
accessible to a
general audience.
Please discuss this
issue on the talk
page.
Factual accuracy is
disputed

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Co
ntroversial-issues

The inclusion of
certain items in this
list is currently
being disputed.
Please see the
relevant discussion
on the article's talk
page.
This section's
factual accuracy is
disputed

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Dis
puted-list

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Criti
cism-section

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Criti
cism_section

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:De
bate

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Dis
puted

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Dis
puted-section

Expert

In need of attention
from an expert on
the subject

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Exp
ert

Expertsubject

In need of attention
from expert on the
subject.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Exp
ert-subject

Expert-verify

This article requires
authentication or
verification by an
expert.
This article's
external links may
not follow
Wikipedia's content
policies or
guidelines. Please
improve this article
by removing
excessive or
inappropriate
external links.
This article may
contain an
excessive amount
of intricate detail
that may only
interest a specific
audience. Please
relocate any
relevant
information, and
remove excessive
trivia, praise,
criticism, lists and
collections of links.
Fail to make a clear
distinction between
fact and fiction

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Exp
ert-verify

This article may not
provide balanced
geographical
coverage on a
region. Please
improve this article
or discuss the issue
on the talk page.
The examples and
perspective in this
article deal primarily
with Englishspeaking territories
and do not
represent a
worldwide view of
the subject. Please
improve this article
or discuss the issue
on the talk page.
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ographical_imbalance
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ernal_links
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cruft
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ion
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The examples and
perspective in this
article deal primarily
with Australia and
do not represent a
worldwide view of
the subject. Please
improve this article
or discuss the issue
on the talk page.
The examples and
perspective in this
article deal primarily
with Belgium and
do not represent a
worldwide view of
the subject. Please
improve this article
or discuss the issue
on the talk page.
The examples and
perspective in this
article deal primarily
with Canada and do
not represent a
worldwide view of
the subject.
The examples and
perspective in this
article deal primarily
with common law
and do not
represent a
worldwide view of
the subject. Please
improve this article
or discuss the issue
on the talk page.
The examples and
perspective in this
article deal primarily
with Englishspeaking territories
and do not
represent a
worldwide view of
the subject. Please
improve this article
or discuss the issue
on the talk page.
The examples and
perspective in this
article deal primarily
with Europe and do
not represent a
worldwide view of
the subject. Please
improve this article
or discuss the issue
on the talk page.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Glo
balize/Australia
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The examples and
perspective in this
article deal primarily
with France and do
not represent a
worldwide view of
the subject. Please
improve this article
or discuss the issue
on the talk page.
The examples and
perspective in this
article deal primarily
with Germany and
do not represent a
worldwide view of
the subject. Please
improve this article
or discuss the issue
on the talk page.
The examples and
perspective in this
article deal primarily
with Greece and do
not represent a
worldwide view of
the subject. Please
improve this article
or discuss the issue
on the talk page.
The examples and
perspective in this
article deal primarily
with India and do
not represent a
worldwide view of
the subject. Please
improve this article
or discuss the issue
on the talk page.
The examples and
perspective in this
article deal primarily
with Luxembourg
and do not
represent a
worldwide view of
the subject. Please
improve this article
or discuss the issue
on the talk page.
The examples and
perspective in this
article deal primarily
with The
Netherlands and do
not represent a
worldwide view of
the subject. Please
improve this article

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Glo
balize/France

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Glo
balize/Germany

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Glo
balize/Greece
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or discuss the issue
on the talk page.
The examples and
perspective in this
article deal primarily
with North America
and do not
represent a
worldwide view of
the subject.
The examples and
perspective in this
article deal primarily
with the northern
hemisphere and do
not represent a
worldwide view of
the subject. Please
improve this article
or discuss the issue
on the talk page.
The examples and
perspective in this
article deal primarily
with Russia and do
not represent a
worldwide view of
the subject. Please
improve this article
or discuss the issue
on the talk page.
The examples and
perspective in this
article deal primarily
with the southern
hemisphere and do
not represent a
worldwide view of
the subject. Please
improve this article
or discuss the issue
on the talk page.
The examples and
perspective in this
article deal primarily
with the United
Kingdom and do not
represent a
worldwide view of
the subject. Please
improve this article
or discuss the issue
on the talk page.
The examples and
perspective in this
article deal primarily
with the United
Kingdom and
Canada and do not
represent a
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balize/North_America
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balize/Northern
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balize/Russia
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Howto
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The examples and
perspective in this
article deal primarily
with the United
Kingdom and
Canada and do not
represent a
worldwide view of
the subject. Please
improve this article
or discuss the issue
on the talk page.
The examples and
perspective in this
article deal primarily
with the United
States and do not
represent a
worldwide view of
the subject. Please
improve this article
or discuss the issue
on the talk page.
The examples and
perspective in this
article deal primarily
with Western
culture and do not
represent a
worldwide view of
the subject. Please
improve this article
or discuss the issue
on the talk page.
The examples and
perspective in this
article or section
deal primarily with
{{{1}}}? and do not
represent a
worldwide view of
the subject. Please
improve this article
or discuss the issue
on the talk page.
The truthfulness of
this article or
section has been
questioned
This contains
instructions, advice,
or how-to content.
The purpose of
Wikipedia is to
present facts, not to
train. Please help
improve this article
either by rewriting
the how-to content
or by moving it to
Wikiversity or
Wikibooks.
The authenticity of
this image has been
questioned.
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Notability

NPOV
language
One source
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This 's tone or style
may not be
appropriate for
Wikipedia. Specific
concerns may be
found on the talk
page. See
Wikipedia's guide to
writing better
articles for
suggestions.
This article on a
place of local
interest appears to
contain only a small
amount of verifiable
information. Please
expand the article,
citing sources,
using these
suggestions as a
guide. If this article
is not expanded,
consider merging
this article into the
article on the parent
community.
This article may not
meet the general
notability guideline.
Please help to
establish notability
by adding reliable,
secondary sources
about the topic. If
notability cannot be
established, the
article is likely to be
merged or deleted.
The neutrality of the
style of writing in
this article is
questioned.
This article relies
largely or entirely
upon a single
source. Please help
improve this article
by introducing
appropriate
citations of
additional sources.
The examples and
perspective in this
article or section
might have an
extensive bias or
disproportional
coverage towards
one or more
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ppropriate_tone
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al
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ability
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OV_language
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POV-check

POV-checksection
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POV-map

POV-section
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PP-dispute

specific regions
This article or
section relies
excessively on
partisan sources.
Please be neutral
when editing this
highly sensitive
article
This article may
contain wording that
promotes the
subject in a
subjective manner
without imparting
real information.
Please remove or
replace such
wording or find
sources which back
the claims.
The neutrality of
this article is
disputed.
This article has
been nominated to
be checked for its
neutrality.
This section has
been nominated to
be checked for its
neutrality.
The neutrality of
this introduction is
disputed
The neutrality of
this map is
disputed.
The neutrality of
this section is
disputed. Please
see the discussion
on the talk page.
Please do not
remove this
message until the
dispute is resolved.
The neutrality of
this article's title
and/or subject
matter is disputed.
This page is
currently protected
from editing until
disputes have been
resolved. This
protection is not an
endorsement of the
current version. See
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tisan
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eutral
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cock
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V
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V-check
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V-intro
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V-map
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PP-move

Pp-movedispute

Pp-movevandalism

the protection policy
and protection log
for more details.
Please discuss any
changes on the talk
page; you may use
the {{editprotected}}
template to ask an
administrator to
make the edit if it is
supported by
consensus. You
may also request
that this page be
unprotected.
This page is
currently protected
from page moves.
See the protection
policy and
protection log for
more details. The
page may still be
edited but cannot
be moved until
unprotected. Please
discuss any
suggested moves
on the talk page or
at
Wikipedia:Requeste
d moves. You can
also request that
the page be
unprotected.
This page is
currently protected
from page moves
until disputes have
been resolved on
the discussion
page.
This page is
currently protected
from page moves
due to vandalism.
This protection is
not an endorsement
of the current title.
See the protection
policy and
protection log for
more details. The
page may still be
edited but cannot
be moved until
unprotected. Please
discuss any
suggested moves
on the talk page or

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Ppmove

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Ppmove-dispute

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Ppmove-vandalism

PP-office

PP-protected

PP-semisock

at
Wikipedia:Requeste
d moves. You can
also request that
the page be
unprotected.
This page is
currently under the
scrutiny of the
Wikimedia
Foundation Office
and is protected.
See the protection
policy and
protection log for
more details. If you
are able to edit this
page, please
discuss all changes
and additions on
the talk page first.
Do not remove
protection from this
article unless you
are authorized by
the Wikimedia
Foundation to do
so.
Editing of this page
by new or
unregistered users
is currently
disabled. See the
protection policy
and protection log
for more details. If
you cannot edit this
page and you wish
to make a change,
you can request an
edit, discuss
changes on the talk
page, request
unprotection, log in,
or create an
account.
Editing of this page
by new or
unregistered users
is currently disabled
to prevent sock
puppets of currently
blocked or banned
users from editing
it.See the protection
policy and
protection log for
more details. If you
cannot edit this
page and you wish

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Ppoffice

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Ppprotected

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Ppsemi-sock

Pp-semiusertalk

Pp-usertalk

PPvandalism

to make a change,
you can request an
edit, discuss
changes on the talk
page, request
unprotection, log in,
or create an
account.
Editing of this page
by new or
unregistered users
is currently disabled
to prevent
(talk/contribs/block
logauto/rfarb/rfcu/ss
p/confirmed
socks/suspected
socks) and other
new users from
making disruptive
edits.
This page is
currently protected
from editing to
prevent
(talk/contribs/block
logauto/rfarb/rfcu/ss
p/confirmed
socks/suspected
socks) from using it
to make disruptive
edits or continuing
to abuse the
{{unblock}}
template. If you
have come here to
issue a new
message to this
user, it may mean
the block has
expired. Please
unprotect the page,
ask an
administrator to do
so, or request
unprotection here.
Editing of this page
by new or
unregistered users
is currently disabled
due to vandalism.
See the protection
policy and
protection log for
more details. If you
cannot edit this
page and you wish
to make a change,
you can request an
edit, discuss

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Ppsemi-usertalk

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Ppusertalk
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sources

Puffery

Recentism

Refimprove

Reset

changes on the talk
page, request
unprotection, log in,
or create an
account.
This article needs
references that
appear in reliable
third-party
publications.
Primary sources or
sources affiliated
with the subject are
generally not
sufficient for a
Wikipedia article.
Please add more
appropriate
citations from
reliable sources.
This may contain
wording that
promotes the
subject through
exaggeration of
non-notable facts.
Please remove or
replace such
wording.
Articles are
sometimes biased
towards placing
undue emphasis on
recent events which
may be due to a
systemic bias
This needs
additional citations
for verification.
On date this article
was reduced to a
simplified, "bare
bones" version so
that it may be
completely rewritten
to ensure it meets
the policies of
Neutral Point of
View and
Verifiability.
Standard Wikipedia
policies will apply to
its rewriting—which
will eventually be
open to all editors—
and will be strictly
enforced. The
article has been
placed under a level

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Pri
marysources

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Puff
ery

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Rec
entism
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mprove
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Selfpublished
Story

Technical
(expert)

Too few
opinions

of semi-protection
temporarily during
the rebuilding of this
article. Any
insertion of material
directly from preprotection revisions
of the article will be
removed, as will
any material added
to the article that is
not properly
sourced. The
associated talk
page(s) were also
cleared on the
same date.
Administrators may
not override this
policy without
approval from
someone from the
Office. No editor
may remove this
notice.
This article may
contain improper
references to selfpublished sources.
This is written in an
informal style and
with a personally
invested tone. It
reads more like a
story than an
encyclopedia entry.
To meet Wikipedia's
quality standards
and conform with
our Neutral Point of
View policy, this
may require
cleanup. The talk
page may have
more details.
Editing help is
available.
This article may be
more technical than
it needs to be and
needs attention
from an expert on
its subject.
The examples and
perspective in this
article may not
include all
significant
viewpoints. Please
improve the article

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Self
-published
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Sto
ry

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Tec
hnical_(expert)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Too
fewopinions

Totallydisputed
Trivia

Unbalanced

Unenceclope
dic

Unreference
d

Unreference
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Unreliable
sources

or discuss the issue
on the talk page.
This article or
section has multiple
issues.
Lists of
miscellaneous
information should
be avoided. Please
relocate any
relevant information
into appropriate
sections or articles.
This may be
inaccurate in or
unbalanced towards
certain viewpoints.
Please improve the
article by adding
information on
neglected
viewpoints, or
discuss the issue
on the talk page.
This may contain
material not
appropriate for an
encyclopedia.
Please discuss this
issue on the talk
page.
This article does not
cite any references
or sources. Please
help improve this
article by adding
citations to reliable
sources. Unsourced
material may be
challenged and
removed.
This section does
not cite any
references or
sources. Please
help improve this
article by adding
citations to reliable
sources. Unsourced
material may be
challenged and
removed.
The references in
this article may not
meet Wikipedia's
guidelines for
reliable sources.
Please help by
checking whether

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Tot
ally-disputed
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Triv
ia

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Un
balanced

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Un
encyclopedic
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The references in
this article may not
meet Wikipedia's
guidelines for
reliable sources.
Please help by
checking whether
the references meet
the criteria for
reliable sources.
Further discussion
may be found on
the talk page.
The neutrality of
this article needs to
be checked.
This article contains
weasel words,
vague phrasing that
often accompanies
biased or
unverifiable
information. Such
statements should
be clarified or
removed.
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